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very unpleasant welcome for him there. He thus begins to
learn his first lesson that if he kills a man one day, he will
meet him the next day. He does not learn that in one life,
but takes many lives to do so. Again, some good after-
death experience he will have in the heaven-world. He
will have had some little affection for his wife and children
before the greater need of hunger overbore it, and that
little germ will grow and make him happy and will be
changed into a moral quality with which he will be reborn
and will also bring a tendency to hesitate before slaying.
Thus each life he gathers experiences, transmutes them
into qualities and faculties, and thereby grows a little
more civilised till he comes to the point at which our
children are being born to-day.
Again, if reincarnation be not a fact, what becomes
of the qualities which we build even in one life with effort
and difficulty ? A man becomes wise when he has attained
old age, but he dies when he is most valuable; and if,
bein^ irretrievably saved or damned, he is taken into worlds
where that knowledge acquired through many experiences
is useless for ever, the whole of human life becomes
irrational.   But reincarnation explains that the man is
reborn with those qualities as a part of his character and
that therefore nothing is lost. Thus the more one thinks
on reasonable and logical lines, the more inevitable is
reincarnation seen to be.
Q. What is the scientific necessity/or reincarnation ?
Ans, Science now demands reincarnation in order to
complete its theory of evolution. There are two great
doctrines of evolution which may be said to divide the
scientific world. The first is the evolutionary teaching
of Charles Darwin; the second is the later teaching of
Weissmann.   Both these doctrines, important as they
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